We Have 42 (more) Reasons to support One Step Away on page 19

7 I Now

9 I Have

Have a
Community

Opportunities
“I love that I have the
opportunity for a job and
had a chance to meet other
people.

“You have helped me
build up new friendships
and get my writing out
there more to the public.

It’s like my own business, and
I’m my own boss. I had a chance
to meet Obama, shook his hand,
talked to him. I had a chance to
meet Richard Gere at the Time
Out of Mind movie premier:
told him my story, he told me
his. And Boxer Nate Miller at
the Knock Out Homelessness
event that I spoke out at. I had
a chance to meet a lot of big
people.”

I’ve gained a new audience
of fans and supporters of my
work and service.”

6 I Rebuilt

— Richard Ramson

my Life

“I got my life back
together, and reunited
with my family.”
Between my addiction and my
homelessness, and many other
problems which attacked me
in the last two years,
I came so close to giving up,
seeing my wife shed so many
tears.
Then out of nowhere between
my family, Jesus and Jesus’ Dad,
I became invincible and found
so much strength that I never
knew I had.
And from that day forward I
began the greatest fight of my
life,
Knowing if I failed this time,
I’d lose my daughter and my
wife.
But knowing that through
God, there’s nothing you can’t
do.
And today me and my family
live a life I never knew.

— Joseph Albater

— Jerry Tucker

8 I Am

Happier

“You made me
a happier more
productive person in
general.”
— Brian Curry

10 I Have a Home
“I have an apartment that I can afford
because of One Step Away.”
I began selling One Step Away a year and two months
ago. “Just to keep focused,” I told myself, “to have
something to wake up for every day.” Forty-nine days
later, an older woman from my past coaxed me off
the street and helped me get a room in a residential
hotel. Four months later, I moved into a rooming
house; on September 1 of this year, I moved into my
own apartment; and on September 6, I had the electric
put in my own name. I had no idea I could afford such a
nice apartment on SSI...and I was right. This apartment
was actually twenty-five dollars more than what I have
coming in every month, and I would have to pay my own
electric. Everyone, even HUD, has a waiting list. Because
of the help of two friends — one I met while selling
One Step Away — I was able to get into the apartment,
and will be able to keep the apartment because of what
I make selling One Step Away.
When I first turned that key I was excited, curious, and
frightened all at the same time. Excited, because I was
no-longer in either the homeless or marginally housed
statistic group; curious to see what tomorrow holds;
and frightened because I now have to go out to work no
matter how much pain my medical issues are causing
me.
When you are homeless, people try very hard not to
look at you. Though a few do it out of cruelty, most avoid
looking at us because it is just too frightening to think
that they might someday join that group. As another
One Step Away vendor, Jeff Greene, puts it, the hardest
thing about experiencing homelessness is that “we had
become invisible.” Now that I am in regular housing, I
am no longer invisible. In the past, every time I spoke to
someone who was still on the streets about One Step
Away, I used to tell them how this paper helps us earn
money, gives us a voice, and allows us opportunities we
otherwise would not have. Now when I speak to those
still homeless about One Step Away. I tell them that I
am in an apartment I can afford because of One Step
Away. I am just another One Step Away success story,
and that feels good.

— Tammy Mitchell
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